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Abstract. The paper solves an open problem from [4] by showing a decision algorithm for 1: 
temporal logic language L( 0’. GF). It implies the decidabiiity oi the problem of the existence of 
an infinite weakly fair occurrence sequence for a given Petri net; thereby an open problem from 
[2] is soived. 
Real parallel systems hould always satisfy some conditions of fairness; it means 
that the behaviour of a (global) system should be fair with respect to (local) 
components (processes). Therefore it is desirable to search for an exact expression 
of fairness in theoretical models and so also in Petri nets. Throughout the paper, 
we consider the “classical” place/transition Petri nets. 
If we try to define a fair behaviour (execution) of a Petri net independently on 
a modelled problem, the following notions seem to be natural: an infinite occurrence 
sequence Q is (strongly) fair with respect o a transition t if t occurs infinitely many 
times or is enabled only finitely many times in a; (T is weakly fair (or (+ has the 
finite delay property) with respect o t if t occurs infinitely many times or is disabled 
infinitely many times in G. 
Carstensen uses more genera! notions in [2]; he considers fairness with respect 
to sets of transitions (where the above-mentioned fairness with respect to single 
transitions is a special case). 
He proves that it is undecidabte for a given Petri net and some sets of its transitions 
whether an infinite occurrence sequence being (strongly) fair with respect o the 
ansitions exists; the same even holds in case of one given (si 
in case of all (single) transitions as well). 
On the other hand, [2] shows that it is 
set of its transitions 
respect o the given set exists. 
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is paper shows that there is a decision algorithm for formulas of L( Q’, GF), 
y v-$ch Carstensen’s open problem is also solved. 
Section 2 contains preliminaries, Section 3 shows the structure of the proof in an 
informal way, and Section 4 reduces our pro “key” problem which is 
to be solved. Sections 5 and 6 contain some aux s-a decidable generaliz- 
ing of the reachability problem and an application of a result from [3] on occurrence 
sequences. The main proof (of the decidability of the “key” problem) is given in 
Section 7. 
2. Basic definitions and results 
We use usual logical and set theoretical symbols -I, &, v, 3, a, 3, V, E, s, n, 
w; the quantifier 3, means “there are infinitely many”. 
A\B denotes the set difference of sets A, B, A x B their Cartesian product. IAl 
denotes the cardinality of a set A, f/A the restriction of a function f to a domain A. 
denote the sets of nonnegative, positive and all integers, respectively. 
the set of nonnegative rational numbers. 
Sometimes we implicitlly regard a function j’~ Z” (f: S + Z), S being a finite set, 
as a vector from ’ for r= ISI. The bold symbol 0 stands for the null vector 
(0, 0, l l l , 0); the dimension will be clear from the context. 
A” denotes the set of finite sequences of elements of A; E denotes the empty 
sequence. For u E A *, k E N, (t# stands for uu . . . u, u being written k-times, (u)” 
stands for uuu.. . . 
The Petri net notation is taken mainly from [l]. 
A quadruple 11= (S, K W, MO) is called a Petri net if S and T are finite disjoint 
sets of places and transitions, respectively, W: (S x T) I; ( T x S) + N is a weight 
fkrnction (for W(s, t ) > 0, there is an arc from s to t with the multiplicity W( s, t); 
similarly for W( t, s) > 0) and MO is an initial marking, where a marking M of X is 
a function M : S + N. 
A transition t is enabled by M, M[ t), if M(s) 2 W( s, t) for every s E S. If t is 
enabled by M, it can “occur” yielding a new marking M’, M[ t)M’, xwhere M’(s) = 
M(s) - W(s, t) + W( t, s) for every s E S. In a natural way, the definitions can be 
extended for the case M[u), M[u)M’, where u E T*. By M[ > M’ we mean that 
there is some u E T” such that ;V[u)M’. 
emark. Notice the trivial fact that M G M’ & M[ u) implies M’[ u); we often use 
it implicitly. 
The e&ct of u E T* (on markings), denoted by A(u), is given by the fol!owing: 
A : T*+Z’, where A(E) = 
UWW = - W(s, t) + wt t, s), (tzi)=&t)+A(u). 
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For a Petri net, a sequence u = nl,> t, &?, tz hlz . . . r,, M,, isa (Jirrite) 
if AA &Vaj-l[ ti)l+!# for all i; similarly for an inJirtiae occurrence ~e~~@~~~ u = 
MO ?I M, 12 Mz l l l l The whole information in (+ is given by the sequence of transitions; 
we write crT=tlt2.... 
Describing an occurrence sequence, we often write only some “passed th 
markings explicitly (e.g. we write c = MO u1 MI u2 M2. . . for ui E T*). 
We dc%te weak fairness (finite delay property) as in [a]. 
ion 2.1. Let a Petri net C = (S, T, W, ) and some sets of transiti 
T,, T2,-9 Tk E T be given. An infinite occurrence sequence a = nft, t, A-f, fz hf,. . . l 
weakly fair, or has theJiplite delay property (has the fdp), with respect to T, , 7’?, .-, . , 
if (3,i)( ti E 7;) or (3,i)( Mi # 4)) for every 7j Q 1 s j s k !, where the expression 
$ q) means that all t E 7j are disabled (i.e. not enabled) by M,. 
We are interested in the following problem [IDfdp. 
Definition 2.2. Problem IF& is specified in the following way: 
Instance: A Petri net C = (S, T, W, MO) and some sets Tt , T2, . . . , T, c T. 
Question: Is there an infinite occurrence sequence c of C which has the fdp with 
respect o T,, T2,.... Tk? 
We need the well-known resuir on the decidability of the reachability problem RP: 
Definition 2.3. Problem RP is specified in the following way: 
Instance: A Petri net C = (S, T, W, MO), a set S’ E S and z function (submarking) 
M’:S’+N. 
Question: Is there a marking M such that MO[ > M Br MIS’ = M’? 
Theorem 2.4. Problem RP is decidable. 
Proof. In [6] or [8]. Cl 
It is known from [7] that RP is exp-space-hard, but the known upper bound is 
not primitive rtXXXs1Ve. 
We know the following facts from [2]. 
Theorem 2.5. (1) P&, is exp-space-hard, 
(2) In case of one given set (k = 1 in Dejinition 2.2.), Pf,, is decidable. 
roof. In [2]; (1) by the construction from [7], (2) by a reduction to QP. Cl 
The above results are shown more precisely in [4]. 
2.6. (1) IJW sPTIME Pfdp (iPTdp is at least as harId as RIP). 
. 
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It is not difficult to show that Ptemp (and so IFpfd, also) is reducible to Pkey (see 
SeAon 4). 
We shall outline the proof of the decidability of Pkey. First notice that the described 
a is regular in a certain way: if we denote Mi =(0,2’, l), M:=(2’,0,1) then (1) 
holds for a1Z i.
(Vj,l<jS2) (3kjEN+) (Mj+2-M~+‘=kj(M~+‘-Mj)). (1) 
It is important that a “regular beginning” (a fini sequence in which i 1) hdds 
i = 0; cf. Definition 7.8.) can be lengthened to i nity ip1 a “regular” way. 
Pke3-solutions will be characterized as so-called o-good sequences atisfying a 
certain condition INSERT, it will be done using the results from Section 6. 
Within a (finite) f( nlSI)-good INSERT sequence, wheref is a certain exponential 
function of the “size” of the relevant I&,- instance, a series of modifications can be 
performed so that a regular sequence (i.e. a regular beginning) arises; it is the most 
technically difficult part of the proof. 
tlnfortunately, neither the existence of a regular sequence nor the existence of 
an jQlSI)-good INSERT sequence can be reduced to the reachability problem in 
a straightforward way. 
We shall use the fact that the infinite regular lengthening of a regular sequence 
yields an o-good sequence which satisfies INSERT in a STRICT way. 
The existence of an j( +I) -good STRICT INSERT sequence is reducible to the 
reachability problem using tht results from Sectioll 5. 
Figure 2 shows the structure of the proof. 
sequence 
triv. 
/ 
n 
triv. 
3 an w-good 
STRICT INSERT 
sequence 
\ 3 an f (nlSl) -good 
INSERT 
sequence 7.24. II 
14 (a regular beginning ) 
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4. Reduction of P,,.mp to IIDkpy 
Let us say that a formula #‘E L( Q’, GF) is “simple” if # can be written #= 
EJ GF& J being a finite index set and $j being finite conjunctions of literals of 
the type eq( s, c). 
A kxllp -instance 2, {, where 1 is simple, can be rewritten into a (FPkey-instance in 
an obvious way. 
In what follows we show how to reduce any (general) I&,,,,-instance to finitely 
many Ptemp’ instances with simple formulas only. 
Convention 4.1. Further we will implicitly assume that all literals Tge(s, c) are 
replaced by eq(s, 0) v eq( s, 1) v 9 l l w eq(s, c - 1) and so we will not consider them. 
Let us define a natural equivalence on the set of formulas. 
Definition 4.2 (of the equivalence s). Let a Petri net C be given. For any #, I2 E 
L(Q’,GF), #,=j2 iff (~,~,O}C=p,~(~,a;O)r=~~ for all a. 
Lemma 4.3. Any Ptemp- instance C = (S, T, W, M,), { can be reduced to finitely many 
P ,,,-instances where the formdas are in the form &C/E J G F& 4 b&g conjunctions 
of literals. 
Proof. Using the distributive laws for v, & and obvious equivalences 
GF(GF#) = GF#, 
GWW’, & #‘d = GF/, & GF,& 
it is clear that +’ can be written as a finite isjunction of formulas of the type 
Pt = t -- & iEJ &?J where gj are either literals or in the form GFg, 9 being a conjunction 
of Iiterafs. 
Answering all instances 2, #“, where +” is a member of the disjunction, we obtain 
the answer for 2, #’ easily. 
Hence it suffices to get rid of literals in the conjunction 1’ = &iE J gj* 
(9 If none of gj is a literal, we are done. 
(ii) In the following four points we show how Z’, {” can be constructed so that 
the answer for S’, 4” is the same as for 2, +“’ and +‘” is “more simple” than 4’. 
It will be clear that Case (i) will be achieved by finitely many steps. 
(1) /z&S, c)&&jEI)gj* 
If M,(s) < c then the answer for 2, 1 is NO, 
if MO(s) 2 c then put C’= C and I”= E J’ gj= 
(2) P’= eqb, d & 
It is similar to (1). 
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(3) j’= fi(t’) & &jcJ* gj- 
To obtain X”, do the following changes in 2 (cf. Fig. 3): 
add new places sI, s2 and (sI, 2’) = W( t’, sI) = 1, W(sz, t) = W( t, s2) = 1 for 
all t E IPj{ t’) (s, is a ‘*run lace” for t’, s2 for T\( t’)) and still W( t’, s2) = 1 (the 
other vaPues of 
put M&#) = 1, 4.9,) = 0. Finally put $’ = 
We can proceed as in (3) ( (r,sJ=l for all tE T\(f), (s,) =O and MO&) = 1 
ifl this case). El 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
Lemma 4.4. Any ,,,,-instance C = (S, T, W, M,), 4, where +‘s &jEl GF’,, pi being 
conjunctions of literals, can bc reduced to another P&,,-instance Z’, +“, where #“= 
&j,l GFP,!, {J being conjurrdions of literals of the type eq(s, c). 
Proof. Again, it suffices to show how Z’, 1’ with ‘“more simple” #” can be constructed. 
(1) fi( t’) or lfi( t’) occurs in & (We will slightly modify the construction from (3) 
in the proof of Lemma 4.3.) 
To obtain E’, do the following changes in C (cf. Fig. 4): 
add places s o, sl, s2 and put W(s, , t’) = 1, W(s2, t) = 1 for all t E T\( t’} and 
W( t, so) = I for all t E ?I 
add transitions t, , t2 and put W(s,, tl) = (so, t2)= 1, w,, s,)= 1, Wf2, s2)= 1 
(the other values of W are 0). 
put M&J = I, Mo( SJ = M4 s2) = 0. (First t, or t2 occurs by which it is decided 
whether t’ or some t E T\{ t’} can occur next. Any t E T puts “a token” to so, then 
aira t, or t2 occurs, etc.) 
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To obtain #“, replace the occurrences of fi( t’) by eq(s,, 1) and the; occurrences 
of lfi( t’) by eq( s2, 1) in +‘. 
In (2), we can suppose only literals ge(s, c), eq(s, c) occurring in & 
(2) ge(s, c) occurs in fi To obtain E’, do the following changes in C. 
SI 9 S2t s3, Mo( s,) = 1, M,-,( s2) = MO( s3) = 0, and transitions t, , t2, t3 a 
( W( s3, t) = W( t, s,) = 1 for all t E T). To obtain #‘, replace the occur?ene 
by eq(s, c) in & 0 
Fig. 5. 
Proposition 4.5. If Pkey is drcidabfe then Ptulnp is decidable. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.3. and 4.4. and from the considerations at the 
beginning of this section. q 
5. A decidable extension of the reachability problem 
Look at the proposition of Lemma 5.2. If +‘[ M) is a finite conjunction of conditions 
M(s) = C, s E S, c E N, then the problem under discussion is, in fact, IRp and the 
proposition follows from Theorem 2.4. But we need formulas from Lz, which are 
more geilCPG”l. 
Let a Petri net C = (S, T, W, o) be given. The language Lx is the 
set of the formulas which are defined as follows: 
(1) there is one variable JR for elements of N”; 
(2) a term is either atomic, A(s) or c, where s E S, c E N, or of the form 6 + h, 
where tl, t2 are terms; 
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is either atomic, t, < t2 or tl s t2, where t, , t2 are terms, or of the 
, where jr, f’2 are formulas. 
= t, by which tl s t, 
(M) denotes the instance of 1 i 
bbreviated. For a crete marking 
(i) Ihe case with 1 as described before Definition 5.1, { is “simpie”, is 
obvious. 
(ii) In the general case, we shall show how 2” and +“E LEP can be constructed so 
that the output for 27,~” is the same as for 2,# and 1’ is “more simp!e” than & 
The way of constructing 27, #’ is shown in the following five points; it will be 
clear that Case (i) will be achieved by finiteiy many steps. 
(1) Some c E N occurs in /: add a new isolated place sN with M&J = c and 
replace an occurrence of c by .M( sN) in fi 
(2) Some SE S occurs in +’ several times: add a new place s^ to C and put 
M,(S) = MO(s) and W(s^, t) = W(s, t), W( t, t) = W( t, s) for e~ry t E T (g is a dupli- 
cate of s); in 4, replace an occurrence of d(s) by .&s^). 
Thus we can suppose in the following points that no c E N occurs in / and that 
every s E S occurs in 1 at most once. 
(3) A term t = .A( s,) + .&( s2) occurs in +‘: 2’ is shown in Fig. 6; in 4, replace the 
occurrence of t by .&(sN) and add the conjunction .&(s,) = 0 & JU( s2) = 0. 
(4) a formula 9s &(sl) <Ju(s,), or 9’s JX(s,) G#&), occurs in 4: C’ is 
shown in Fig. 7; in #‘9 replace 9 by .M(s,) =0 & &(s,) = 1 or 9’ by &(s,) = 
o&Jqs~)=o. 0 
Fig. 6. 
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We shall still generalize the result by putting some condit ens on “passed through” 
markings. 
Definition 5.3. Let a Petri net C = (S, T, W, A&,) be given. For k E IV,, the language 
Lk is defined in the same way as Lx, but it contains k variables 4, , A%, . . . , .A& 
(d&(s) is a term for i = 1,2,. . . , k). 
Theorem 5.4. 73ere is an algorithm spec$ed as follows: 
Input: a Petri net C = (S, T, W, MO) and a formula #% Lt (for any k E N,). 
output: YES if there are markings MI, M2,. . . , Mk such that 
M,,[ >M,[ >M,. . . [ > MA and j’( M,, M2,. . . , Mk) is true, NO stherwise. 
Proof. The case #E Li is clear from Lemma 5.2. 
The case 2, JE Ly’ will be reduced to the case E’, #‘E L& with the same outpu: 
in the following way: 
Add a duplicate s^ for every s E S (as in (2) in the proof of Lemma 5.2.) and 
denote S={$~SES}. 
For every t E T, add a new transition i and put W(s, 0 = W( to, s) = !?, !V$, T) = 
W(s, t), W( < SA) = W( t, s) for every s E S. Denote T = (TI t E T}. (The transitions 
from (original) T work both on original and on duplicate places, the transitions 
from F work on duplicate places only.) 
NOW add a PhX! sR pUtthlg kf()(&) = 1, W(S,, t) = ke/( t, sR) = cy, where (Y iS 1 for 
tETandOfortEF,andaplaceskputting M&)=0, *W&t)= W(t,s&=P, 
wherepisOfort~TandIfortE~(sRi:a“ r:!n-place” for T, sk a “run-place” 
for 7). 
Finally add tR as shown in Fig. 8; thereby the construction of z’ is completed. 
To obtain f E Lt-, do the following than 
add the conjunction 
AI(sR) = 1 & &(sR) = 1 & = l l & A&&R) = f. sr. Ju&.Q ‘0, 
replace every occurrence of J&+,(S) by M,,(t). q 
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Fig. 8. 
ering of occurrence sequences 
Retail the following well-known proposition. 
ition ij,l, Every infinite s qumce of ele?lzents OJ- N’ (r E N+) has an injinite 
ascending subsequence ( s being considered componerstwise). 
Pmof. By induction on r. Cl 
We shall use a nontrivial generalization for quasi-cadered sets (in such a set, a =z a 
and aG&bcc+acc hold for all a&c). 
Definition 6.2. A quasi-ordered set (A, G) has the finite basis property, the fbp, if 
every infinite sequence CC elements of A has an infinite ascending subsequence. 
For a quasi-ordered set (A, s), let A* be quasi-ordered in the following way: for 
u,v~A*, u=alaz...a, (a+A), US v holds iff v can be written v = 
v,b,vzbZv3..  &,v,,,+, so that 6iEA and aisbi for i=l,2,...,nt. 
Proposition 6.3. Zf (A, S) has the fbp then (A*, s) also 
In [3] as a corollary of a more general theorem. 
For a Petri net, we shall show a quasi-order with the 
(M, u), where M enables u. 
has the fly 
cl 
fbp on the set of couples 
Let a Petri net be given. Let us efine the following relation 6: for 
y markings M, , Mz and any finite sequences of transitions ul, u2 such that M,[ u,), 
[u?), (M,, u,)-((N,, u,) iff, for u,= t,t?... t, (ti being transitions), 
written :lZ = w1 tl w2tzw3 . . . tmwm+, where 2-M,+A(w,wz... w,)~ 
, I,2 )‘..) m+l. 
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Thus (A4,, u,) d ( M2, u,) means that M, =G +&,u,)s IM,+A(u,)and 
A(t,tz.. . t,) s M,+A( w, t, w2t2 . . . WJ,.) for . . . , m. It is easy to veri 
=S is a quasi-order. 
The next theorem gives the main result of this section. 
Theorem 6.5. For any Petri net C = (s, T, W, ), the set l&4 = {( 
the fbp in =G . 
f. First notice that (lV)*, r E IV,, has the fbp (cf. Propositions 6.I and 6.3). 
We can define a one-to-one map EMS of into (BY)*, where r = ISI + 1 T( -f-2, in 
the following way: 
take the marking sequence corresponding to (M, u); 
extend each element of this sequence by i TI components; the component corre- 
sponding to the transition just occurred will be equal to 1, the others will be equal 
to 0; 
add a special end-element which contains the last marking but all “the transition 
components” are equal to 0; 
extend each element by another iwo components, one indicating the begin-element 
and the other indicating the end-element. 
An example makes it clear: 
EWW, tl ~,~I 
=[M,O,... ,0, l,O][M+A(t,),O ,..., 0, 1,‘3,...,0,0,0] 
T t 
Begin t; 
t 2 End 
J J 
x[M+A(r,t,),O ,..., 0,1,0 ,..., O,O,O][M+A(r,t,),O,...,O,O,~]. 
T%e following equivalence is easy to verify: 
(M,, u,)=WK, u2) iff EMS[M, u,)]~ EMSKM,, udla 
Hence the theorcz i; obvious. n 
Later we shall use Lemma 6.7 for which Lemma 6.6 is needed. 
6.6. Suppose (M, u) < (M’, u’) for a given Petri net. For any “partition” 
U =uluz... u, of u, u' can be written u’=v,v~...v~ where M+A(u,u2...u,.)~ 
M’+A(v,v2... u,) for c=O, I,2 ,..., m. 
It follows from the definition of < in an obvious way. Cl 
LfL? 3. Let a Petri net C = (S, T, W, ) be given. Suppose ( 
(M,, ~3) and Mi[ui)Mi for i= 1,2,X Then there is v E T* such th 
[v)Mi+( 
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IprQof. Suppose u, = t, t* . . . t,, liz = w, t, w*t*wj . . . m~m+l where I’&- M, + 
4w,w2..- w,)dO for c=o, 1,. ..) m-t-1. Due to th ious lemma, we can write 
u3 =v,v,... vm+r where M,+A( w, t, wzt2.. . w,.t,) s+A(vlv2.. . VJ for c= 
0, J , . . . , m. It can be easily verified that v = ou,vl WAIST.. . w,~+,v,,,+~ proves the 
lemma. h3 
e following technical convention in this section. 
Convention 7.1. We wiJl assume implicitly that every Petri net C = (S, T, W, MO) has 
a speciaJ step counter place, enoted by s,,~ , where MO( s,,,) = 0 and W( s,,~ , t ) = 0, 
( t, s,,,) = 1 for every t E T, 
We can immediately establish a result corres onding to Carstensen’s result 2.5. (2). 
Proposition 7.2. key is decidable in case n = 1 ( there is one (S, , ft ) ody). 
hoof. In such a case, a solution G exists iff there is a finite sequence V’ = ,,,,, u1 M, uzMz 
such that 
IW S, =fi & M2t S, =.fJ & CM, s M2 & Mdscnt) < Mz(~cnt)l- 
(0 implies CT’ due to Proposition 6.1, m’ implies a solution ur = u,( u,)“.) 
The existence of such G’ is decidable due to Theorem 5.4. cl 
In what follows we implicitly assume n 3 2 in II&,-instances. Now we show a 
more detailed structure of P&,-solutions. 
Definition 7.3. Let C = (S, T, W, M,), (S, ,fi), . . . , (S,#,fn) be a Pk,,-instance. A 
(finite) occurrence sequence u in the form 
where every subsequence MA U’M;, can be written in more detail 
M~UIMIUSM~W~-U:M~, is k-good if the following conditions hold for all (relevant) 
i,j: 
_I- I 9 
(2) A(u”)>O, A(w’)a0 (i.e. MAGM!+ M& Mf+= l l s Mks Mf+ Mf:“); 
(3) Mj-‘cMj (i.e. M~GMJ<.M~+..GM: also for l<j<n-1) and 
.Mj-“(sCnt) <M&,) (the “sector from i -’ to A4;” is not empty). 
We wih say that a k-good sequence o qati@es INSERT, u is a k-good INSERT 
sequence, if in addition { Mj_, , uf ) 4 ( ,2 ,..., k-l,j=l,2 ,..., n. 
In a natural way, the definition can be extended for the case k = o yf 
notions of an o-good sequertce and an o-good INSERT sequence. 
Flotation 7.4. For technical convenience, we write sect( i, j) for ZB’, : LPI + i . . . 
,~;-I&” ,,i,N;. . . u,; (i.e. for “‘sector from MJ:- * to Mf”). Condition (3) in 
7.3. means that A[sec;(i,j)] 30 and A[sect(i,j)](s,,,b > 0. 
Remark 7.5. We will often suppose w’ = E for all i (M:, = Ml,+’ in such a case). 
Considering a k-good (o-gaod) sequence, we can always obtain &he case w’ = e by 
the notation change ( u;“&~ = (w’~f+‘)~~I~; of course, the condition INS 
be affected thereby. Doing a notation change ( wi JNEw = ( wi&’ w”+‘)~~~, for some 
i, we obtain a (k - l)-good sequence (another form of an o-good sequence, resp 
tivel y ). 
Lemma 7.6. Any o-good sequence can be rewritten into a.fomt of an o-good I 
sequence. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 6.5, any infinite sequence of elements of the set 
{(M, ~11 M[u)) h as an infinite subsequence ascending in 4. The lemma can be proved 
by applying this fact n-times (snd using the last notation change in the previous 
remark). III 
Proposition 7.7. Let a lPkey- instance C = (S, T, W, MJ, (S, , j’, ), . . l , ($,,J,! be giuen. 
The solutions of the ff key- instance are exactly the o-good fNSERT sequences. 
Proof. It is obvious that an o-good sequence is a solution. 
(*) Now let c = M,, tl M, t2 M-, . , . be a solution of the i&+instance. Due to the 
previous lemma it suffices to show that u can be written in a form of an w-good 
sequence. 
Take any j, 1 -J - < ‘e n. From Proposition 6.1. it is cEear that there is an infinite 
subsequence pj of the sequence MO, M, , M,, . . . , where M f S, =A for every member 
M of 9, and 50~ is ascending (in the component s,,~ strictly ascending). 
It is e;sy to establish (*) using sequences cpl, p2,, . . , q,.,. El 
A special 3-good sequence will be called regular. 
Definition 7.8* Let a P&-instance C = (S, W, MO), (S, ,fi>, . . . , (S,,,.fil) be given. 
A 3-good sequence CT in the form 
3 
(T=M,,U~,M:,U:M~...U:,M~,U:M~...U~~~,~U~M;~.~U:,M.: 
(w” E for i= 1,2,3) will be called a regular sequence if 
our next aim will be to prove that the existence of a k-good INSERT sequence, 
Kor sufficiently large k, implies the existence of a regular sequence. It is the most 
tcchical part of the whole proof. 
First we define technical notions Rj and 
Consider a k-good sequence (T as in De we can suppose 
~~~~~~~S~ R; E ( +)’ (26 i s k, 1 “j s n) will be defined 
following way: for any s E S, 
[A (sect( kj))](s) 
= CA(sect(ij))l(s,3’ 
(2) The predicate MUL( i,j) (3 G i c, S 1 cj s n) will be defined in the following way: 
MLJL(iVj) e(3p E ;-‘)(s,,,) = p[( Mj-’ - Mi_z)(scnl)]}. 
df 
l Notice that a 3-good sequence with wi = E is regular iff Ml JL(3, j) 
and Ri=Ri forj=1,2 ,..., n. 
We will use certain special k-good sequences (called “relatives”); for them, we 
will show certain modifications which keep the special k-goodness conditions and 
change Rf (and are able to establish MCBL( i,j)). We need the next two lemmas. 
Notation 7.11. Let u be a k-good sequence as in Definition 7.3. For any (relevant) 
i, j and any rl,r2 ,..., ri-,~fQ, Mj(r,,r, ,..., ri-1) stands for Mj+r,(Mj- MJ)+ 
~~(Mf-M,‘)+~ l l +ri_,(M~-Mj-‘). 
Lemma 7.12. Let o be a k-good INSERT sequence as in De)?nition 7.3. For any i, j, 
Hi+ Osjcn-1 and any rl,r2,...,ri_,~N, there is UET* such that 
Mj(r,, rz, l l l 3 ri-l)[u)Mj+,(r,, p’~, e l l 3 ri-1). 
Proof. We show in addition that u can be chosen 
(M;(r,,r, ,..., r i-l), u). The proof is made by induction 
(assuming fixed i, j). 
(i) In case of c = 0, put u = ui+, .
(ii) In the induction step, denote 
M = Mj(r,, r2, s l l 9 ri-l), 
and suppose 
M[u)M’, (Mj, u;+~) =G (M, u), 
The proposition will be shown for 
Mj(r1, . . . , r, _, , 1+ rd, rd+, , . . . , Ti-1) = kf +(kf;+’ - M;), 
W e 1<dsi-1. 
(2) 
so that (MI:, u;+~) < 
on the sum c = Cb--_‘l rr? 
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We have (My, u,d,,) =G (My”, u$‘) =S ( u) due to ?dSERT and ( 
of Lemma 6.7, there is v E T* such that 
M+(MP”- M;)[v)M’+(M;:,‘- 
(M, u)=s(M+(M;+‘- M;), v). 
Hence 
and 
by which the proof is finished. Cl 
The next lemma adds the case j = n to the previous one (we do not need INS 
in this case). 
Lemma 7.13. Let cr be a k-good sequence as in De$nition 7-3. For any i, 1 s i s k, 
and any r, , r2,. . . , r;_ , E N, there is w E T* such that 
M%-, , r2,. . . 9 r,_,)[w)Mr’(r’,, r;, . . . , r:_,, ri), 
where rp GrL forp=1,2,...,i-1. 
Proof. (i) The case zi:‘, r, = 0 is clear (put w = w’). 
(ii) Suppese ML(r’, rz, . . . , rj-,)[ w)Mr’(r’, , ri, . . . , r:_, , r:). It is easy to verify 
that 
M:,(r), rz,. . . , ri-,)+(Mi+’ - Mf)[wudwd”)M, 
where 
= M;;‘(r; ,..., r;-,,I+r:I,1+~~+‘,r;~~5..*, r:-,). Cl 
Now we define the notion of a “relative”; it is a k-goo uence which &Es 
not need to satisfy INSERT but which is close Y related to some k-good 1 
sequence. 
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Let CT be a k-good INSERT sequence xa 
iet rep’ be an occurrence sequence in the form 
where every subseque i @;, can be writte e detai! 
as a; of course, 
llowing conditio 
(1) for all i,j, 1 s i c k, 1 sj s n, there are parameters r, , r2, . . . , t.i-1 such that 
2; 
rlr C?, . . . . Cl), 
parameters in (1) can be chosen so that if (i c i’) v (i = i’ & j <j’) then 
r,Crk forp=l,2,...,i- eing the parameters belonging to i, j, r; to i’, j’). 
It is easy to verify that a relative of G is also a k-good sequence 
RT is not necessary and wi = E for alli i). Notice that any k-good 
INSERT sequence can be rewritten into a form of its relative by the notation change 
(8QNEW = (w’-+4&b for all i 3 2. 
Now we are ready to define the modifications mentioned before Notation 7.11. 
They use linear combinations of the “previous relevant sectors” in order to change 
Rj (and establish MUL(i,j)). 
efinition 7.16. Let v and its relative CT’ be exactly as in Definition 7.14. An 
i, j-modijication of g’ (2 c i s k, 1 s j s PI) consists of two steps: 
( I ) repiacing _ui by 
i4j = gj[sect(Z, j)]$[sect(3, j)]“’ . . . [sect( i,j)lkl 
forsome k,, k3,. . . , ki E N (the sectors from a’ are meant; &I; changes appropriately, 
but conditions from Definition 7.14. remain ho 
(2) a successive replacing of 
i i i+l 
-Uj+lr,U,j+2,---,!!~9_UI 
i+l i+l 
9 L!* ,---,_U,j 3.•. ,_uf,& )..., _ui 
(and the appropriate changing of I$+, , . . . , i) in such a way that the new sequence 
is also a relative of u. 
7. For any i, j, 2 s&k, l~_j~n, andany k2, k,,...,kiEN, there is the 
i, j-modifwation described above. 
s of Step (1) follows fr 
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For Step (2), we can use Lemmas 7.12 aud 7.13. If, during the succ 
we are to replace some &I, where 2sjs ~1, we use u ensured by 
we are to replace some _ui’, we use wu, where w is ensured by Lemma 7.13. and er 
by Lemma 7.12. 
By such a successive replacing “from left to right”, we really get another relative 
a” of (the original) a. Cl 
fact, only i, j-modifications wi at most two k, not equal to zero 
tice that any i, j-modification es not affect the prefix before k, 
(uj is changed in the defined way; as regards the suffix, we need only the correctness). 
Now we show how MLJL( i, j) can be achieved without zflecting R:. 
9. Let 9 rekrive u (of a k-goo ER T sequence) be given. For anyjixed 
an i, j-modi&ation after which UL( i, j) holds and RI remains unchanged. 
roof. It suffices to perform an i, j-modification which starts by replacing uf by 
uj[sect( i, j)]’ where r = [ Mj-’ - Mj-‘I( s,,~) - 1. Cl 
A crucial point in changing R.j is Lemma 7.21; we need the following simple fact. 
ernma 7.20. For any m, , m,~N,n,,nz~fV+,q~Cl!+, wherem,/n,<q<m2/n,, there 
are x,, x2 E N, such that (m,x, + m2x,)/(n,x, + +x2) = 9. 
Roof. Let 9 = c,/czfor c,, c+N+. We want to solve the equation c,mlx, + c,m,x, = 
c,ib,y t c,n2x?,, i.e. ( czm, - c, n2)x2 = (c, n, - c,m,)x, . Due te c,m, < cl n, , cl n2 < 
c2m2, a positive solution is clear. Cl 
emma 7.21. Let a relative c (of a k-good INSERT sequence) be given. Let S’ s S, 
s’~S\S’,2~i’<i”<isk, Hjsnand 
R;‘t S = Rj”r S’ = Rj 1 S’_ (3) 
In addition, let 9 E Q+ be strictly between Rj’( s’) and R f’( s’). Then it can be achieved 
by an i, j-modiJication that R:( c’) = 9 and : t S’ ri3-3d-h 
Due to the previous le 
performing an 
u.j[secl(i’, j)]‘l[sect( 
to (3). q 
the aim defined after Definition 
ion as in Remar 
s of modifications 
e exact fo ence will then be obtained by 
notation changes 1. 
=&I,..., S) by induction. 
shed. 
= r and some qj( s) E cl!, 
~~~lg~~ instead of (111, + 1 b m, + 2, . . a , 
ing in range, only, has 
n achietre 6y several i’, 
, i moving in range, 
For any i’, i”, j”, i’, i” E range,, if 
+ R:‘(S) = R;‘(S) = e*(S)] 
(VSE S) [(s, j’)E 
is dso ensured. 
P(0) is obvious: take CF in the form of its relative as Up and put m, = 1, 
(r)*P(r+ 1) for r< n 1 denote the first half 
ge,) the second half similarly. 
Take an arbitr sibilities, (a) and (b), only. 
ries OF any i,j-modifications of CJ;~;$ i moving in 
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is also ensured. I such a case, we can put ~a,, I = 
+I = u W,.i’)) an (d-1) is clear (ran 
(b) There is a series ap of i, j-modifications of Do, where i moves i
only, after the performing of FNhich we have for some d’, ?‘E (cange,): 
and 
In such a case, take O~ modified by cp as or+, an 
= w {(s’, j’)} choosing e*(s’) strictly 
I&+ I) can then be verified by help of 
betw 
emma 7.2 1 (in this case, 
2 nge,+ 1 = SH( range,)). 
In the end, we show P(nlS()=-+(4). Take o, and put m = m, for Y = 
(m + I, m + 2)). The i’, j’-modifications ensure 
successively for 
(i',j')=(m-H, a,\, (m+1,2) ,..., (m+l, n), (m-i-2, I), 
(n:+2,2), l . . , (m+2, n); 
in case i’= m + 2, we always add the (i’, j’)-modification ensured by Lemma 7.19. 
Thereby (4) is established. Cl 
NOW we will show that a regular sequence can be lengthened to infinity in the 
“regular” way whereby an w-good STRICT I SERT sequence arises. 
Definition 7.24. Let a be a k-good sequence as in Definition 7.3. G will be called 
a k-good STRICT I_NSERT sequence if
(1) w’ = E for all i, and 
2) forany i,j,2sisk, l<j< , uj = 24l-‘i~ for some v. 
An o-good STRICT INSERT sequence is defined in the same way. 
It is obvious that a k-good (u-good) STRICT INSE T sequence satisfies WSEfU” 
(i.e. the above notion is correct). 
7.25. Let a iP&- instance be given. If t ular sequence then there 
an o-good STRICT IlMSERTseque 
Suppose as in 
for some CEN. Notice that 
ular way”. This way 
= ( trli +‘)oLD finishes 
ERT sequence for k = I+ 2’ where 
tforward way9 the CQ~ satisfied by a k-good STRlCT 
INSERT sequence can be described with a Ia from L,” (defined in De 
5.3.) for some on depending on k The on ulty is to describe the co 
~3 = u;-“u (for some u); but it suffices to ensure uj = UD where A(u) = A($‘); as 
S&I u could be immediately replaced by ui- * (because of MJI : s MJ _ 1 ). 
Thus the existence of the above-specified algorithm follows from Theorem 5.4. 
k?Rl key is decidable. 
f. It follows from Propositions 7.7, 7.22, 7.25 (cf. Fig. 2) that the algorithm 
m Proposition 7.26, decides 
temp (including Fdp) is decidable. 
f. It follows from Proposition .S and Theorem 7.27. 
Establishing the decid, uL%y tir pfdp and of (more general) aDtemp wehave solved 
problem from [2] and [4]. U rtunately, the p ented proof does not 
fdP = PTIME RIFP (our reduction s exponential); at would answer the 
vant question fro 
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